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The world premier producer of working plan software. Our plans are developed according to the
latest international standards. A completely multilingual shop based on a sound marketing strategy.
Our provider realizes the customer's needs in just about all aspects of our development method. We
create the code, marketing, sales, manufacturing, shipping and customer services systems all from
the same office. This saves a ton of money and reduces the amount of time it takes for you to obtain
a product. Inventor is marketable by our entire web on the market place. i can say it's the only
unbiased software in the market place. Roxanna will not be "whipped" into something she isn't. She
is one of the best woodworkers I have ever worked with. She immediately took to our new project -
the Revolution Caddie. After finishing one, she would make quick drawings and wood plans and I
would bring them to my drawing board. Roxanna would help me design the parts, then she would
construct them, and they were always superior. Roxanna is an avid woman hiker and camp and her
trusty tent set-up is a great asset to my shop. Now as to the other work performed by Dr. Grondal:
Dr. Grondal testified that he had performed a great number of woodworking activities and that this
work had been reported under three or four of the groupings or heads mentioned above. The first
was a study of the effect on furniture of the use of different types of plywood and the effect of
grooving, fluting, and other patterns in the plywood face. This is the subject of defendant's Exhibits N-
R, inclusive, and to which we shall refer. Another related subject is the effect of (a) floor length for
the plywood, (b) orientation of the grain of the plywood, and (c) use of reinforcing, which was the
subject of defendant's Exhibits S-T inclusive, and which we shall discuss later on this point. The third
related subject was the effect of using different slats which were machined from wooden plates,
which is the subject of defendant's Exhibits U, V, and W. The fourth related subject was the
determination of the strength of different types of cross strips which were subjected to high quality
test, which is the subject of defendant's Exhibit Q. And finally, the fifth related subject was the effect
of different grain direction of the plywood face and whether the face plywood was used without a
liner. This is the subject of defendant's Exhibits X and Y.
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